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Pot Racks “?” The Chefs Third
Hand
Pot Racks have been used for hundreds of years in one form or
another. Fast becoming popular for households of any size and
especially smaller homes where space is at a minimum. Such
racks are usually mounted on the wall or hang from the ceiling
by decorative chains. For the home cook or restaurant chef,
pot racks are a very valuable tool.
Made from many different materials such as stainless steel,
copper, brass and even composites, this storage rack is the
perfect place to hold your cookware and utensils. Efficient
storage is the name of the game when working in a small
kitchen or restaurant and can make a decorative statement in
homes with large kitchens.
Having efficient use of space is everyone’s dream in both old
and new residences. This item can also provide an alternative
functionally for storage of foods and spices to reduce clutter
in the kitchen area.
There are a variety of hanging pot racks to choose from, wall
hung models are usually half round in shape with hooks around
the outer edge for hanging pans, pots and accessories.
Ceiling hung models appear in round, rectangle or oval shapes.
These types of racks generally have a grid in the center to
store accessories on top and movable hooks for hanging items.
Custom shapes and sizes can be manufactured to fit the length
and width, such items maybe needed in professional kitchens.
An exceptionally large amount of kitchen accessories can be
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placed on these types of units.
It is important to note the space and shape of your kitchen to
aid in the proper choice of a pot rack. A proper choice is a
rack that is close enough when a desired pot or pan is needed,
yet far enough away as to keep your head from bumping into it
while cooking or working at the counter top.
All kitchens can take advantage of this unique space saver to
add style and functionality. Try one in your home or make a
great gift for family and friends.
Next, view the wide range of classic and modern pot racks
available for your home from Rooms Delivered.
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